VISIONARY EXTERIORS

DIETFURTER NATURAL STONES
STONE WALLS

SPLITFACE STONE WALL
modern, linear stone wall
course heights 6/8/10 cm or 7,5/15/22,5 cm, embedded depth approx. 22 cm, random lengths

COUNTRY STYLE STONE WALL
dry stone wall offering numerous design options
course heights 7,5/15/22,5 cm,
embedded depth approx. 22 cm, random lengths

ROMAN STYLE STONE WALL
a stone wall with some colour range
course height 7,5/15/22,5 cm,
embedded depth approx. 22 cm, random lengths
PAVING

4 cm thick, different finishes
- Random lengths: 30 cm or 40 cm wide
- Dimensions: 40 x 40 cm, 40 x 60 cm, 60 x 60 cm,
  60 x 90 cm, 60 x 120 cm, 100 x 100 cm
alternative formats available upon request

Dietfurt Limestone gala®

Wachenzell Dolomite
COBBLE STONES

CASTELLINA® COBBLE STONE PANELS | COBBLE STONES
sawn sides, tumbled

CASTELLINA® COBBLESTONES
sawn & tumbled, split face edges, partially sawn

SMALL COBBLE STONES ANTIQUE
sawn & tumbled, split face edges, partially sawn
SOLID STONE STEPS

STANDARD SOLID TREAD SANDBLASTED
sandblasted top incl. front edge, sawn sides
lengths 80/100/120 cm, cross section 35 x 15 cm

STANDARD SOLID TREADS
sandblasted finish, rockface front edge, sides sawn
lengths 80/100/120 cm, cross section 35 x 15 cm

SOLID TREADS CASTELLINA®
sides sawn and tumbled
lengths 80/100/120 cm, cross section 35 x 15 cm

TREADS
diamond honed surface
rock face front edge, sides sawn
dimensions ca. 80/100/120 x 55 x 8 cm
STONE WALLS & EMBANKMENT STONES

SPLITFACE STONE WALL
splitface front, top and bottom
Dimensions: 10-15/15-20/20-25 cm

SPLITFACE EMBANKMENT STONES
shaped ashlar with splitface front side, back and sides unfinished as available
Dimensions: approx. 30/40/50/60 cm
SPLITFACE ASHLAR & DESIGN STONES

SPLITFACE ASHLAR
splitface front, top, bottom and ends sawn
deliverable heights ca. 30/40/45/50 cm

SPLITFACE ASHLAR
frontface split face
sawn sides
deliverable heights 30/40/45/50 cm

LINEA/ARENA DESIGN STONES
for playgrounds & recreational areas
front face split face, sides angled sawn
deliverable heights 30-35 cm & 45-50 cm
DECORATIVE GRAVEL & CRUSHED STONE

CASTELLINA® DECORATIVE GRAVEL
Dietfurt Limestone gala® beige
Dietfurt Limestone gala® yellow-white
Dietfurt Dolomite®

CRUSHED STONE
Dietfurt Limestone gala® beige
Dietfurt Limestone gala® yellow-white

ROCKERY CRUSHED
Dietfurt Dolomite® beige-grey brown

CRUSHED STONE
easily maintained stone garden